IT’S OFFICIAL! SHELTER DOGS WIN BEST IN SHOW
VIEWERS FLOCK TO HALLMARK CHANNEL FOR “2018 AMERICAN RESCUE DOG
SHOW,” DEMONSTRATING THAT RESCUES ARE THE COUNTRY’S TOP DOGS
Program a Component of Hallmark Channel’s Adoption Ever After,
the Network’s Pet Adoption Advocacy Initiative
New York, NY, February 22, 2018 – Hallmark Channel’s first annual “American Rescue Dog
Show” turned in impressive ratings and delivery results Monday night, making it the country’s
new favorite canine competition and outperforming a long-running, well-known dog show that
focuses exclusively on pure breeds. The show delivered 153,000 Adults 25-54 and 864,000
Total Viewers. In addition, the program trended on Twitter and Facebook throughout the night
with viewers weighing in on what makes rescue dogs such wonderful pets.
“Pure bred dogs have been celebrated in a variety of dog shows for over a century but rescue
dogs are remarkably special and we are proud to showcase them in this way,” said Bill Abbott,
president & CEO, Crown Media Family Networks. “’The American Rescue Dog Show’ will only
grow in popularity and bring a new level of awareness to the wonderful dogs available in shelters
each and every day.”
A component of Adoption Ever After, the network’s pet adoption advocacy initiative, the “2018
American Rescue Dog Show” is a celebration of shelter dogs in all their beautiful variety. Hosted
by Rebecca Romijn and Rich Eisen, with celebrity judges Linda Blair, Rick Springfield, Brandon
McMillan, Andrea Arden, David Alexander, and Lisa Arturo, the program light-heartedly pitted
rescue dogs from across the country against each other in a personality-driven competition with
such categories as Best Wiggle Butt, Best in Snoring, Best in Kissing, Best in Special Needs,
Best Senior Dog, Best Underbite, Best Talking, Best Listening, Best Fetcher, and Best Couch
Potato. A field of over 2,000 dogs was eventually narrowed down to ten, one winner in each
category. At the end of the night, Jackie, a Black Lab/Golden Retriever mix – the Best Senior Dog
winner – took top honors as Best in Rescue.
The “2018 American Rescue Dog Show” was sponsored by the PEDIGREE® Brand and marked
the launch of a new ongoing joint effort between Hallmark Channel’s Adoption Ever After and the
PEDIGREE Foundation to help shelter animals across the country find homes. Also partnering
with Adoption Ever After to raise the profile of shelter dogs and inspire the public to adopt are
Bissell® and Bissell Pet Foundation.
“2018 American Rescue Dog Show” is produced by Michael Levitt Productions. Executive
Producers Michael Levitt and Jennifer Schulz are both animal advocates and rescuers whose
lives are dedicated to increasing awareness of pet adoption. Levitt, an accomplished TV
producer, and Schulz, a communications professional for pet brands and organizations, joined
forces to create a show that is both entertaining and heart-warming. Their goal is to celebrate
rescue dogs with the hope of inspiring Hallmark Channel viewers to adopt their next pet.
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ABOUT HALLMARK CHANNEL’S ADOPTION EVER AFTER
Working in collaboration with the country's leading animal rescue and welfare organizations,
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